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Part I: Breaking into Word

Chapter 1: The Big Picture
How Do I Start Thee, Word? Let Me Count the Ways...
  Another way to charm Word into being
  Starting a project you've been working on
Word on the Screen
  Gizmos and gadgets
  The blank place where you write
  Your assistant
A Look at Your Keyboard
  Depressing the keys
  Typing key combinations
Quitting Word When You're All Done
Chapter 2: How Most Folks Use Word
Overview (For the Impatient)
Starting a New Document
Typing (Or Hunting and Pecking)

- When to press that Enter key
- When to whack the spacebar
- Things to notice whilst you type
- Oops! I made a boo-boo!

Formatting Your Document
Getting Help from the Office Assistant
Save Your Stuff!
Getting It Down on Paper (Printing)
  - First, preview your printing
  - Time to print

Close 'er Up

Chapter 3: Basic Movement
Moving Around Your Document

- Going hither, thither, and yon (basic arrow keys)
- Making that toothpick cursor skedaddle (moving by great leaps and bounds)
- Other ways to move around

Going Here or There with the Go To Command
Going Back
Bookmarking without Dog-Earing Your Monitor (The Bookmark Command)
  - Setting a bookmark
  - Finding a bookmark and moving to that spot in your document
Using Secret Scroll Bar Buttons to Navigate

Chapter 4: Basic Editing
To Insert or to Overtype: That Is the Question
Deleting Stuff

- Your basic delete keys: Backspace and Delete
- Deleting a word
- Deleting lines, sentences, and paragraphs
- Deleting odd shapes with blocks

Erase Your Mistakes with Undo Haste
  - The blessed Undo command
  - Can't Undo? Here's why...
  - Redo, or take two

Chapter 5: Search for This, Replace It with That
Look What I Found!

- Finding more stuff
- Searching up, down, left, and right
- Finding stuff you just can't type in
- Finding formatting
- Finding and Replacing
Marking Blocks of Text

A Shifty way to mark tiny bits of text
Marking a block with your mouse
Using the miraculous F8 key to mark a block
Dropping anchor with the F8 key
Marking the whole dang-doodle document

Deselecting a Block
Copying and Pasting a Block
Cutting and Pasting a Block
Copying or Moving a Block with the Mouse
Pasting a Previously Cut or Copied Block
Copying Multiple Blocks (Collect and Paste)
More than Pasting, It's Special Pasting!
Other Things to Do with Your Blocks

Chapter 7: Minding Your Ps and Qs
Impruv Yor Spellling wit Werd

Let's tum this on (or off)
The automatic spell-checker in action
The Joys of AutoCorrect
Using AutoCorrect
Undoing AutoCorrect's correction
Other AutoCorrect tricks
How about some AutoText tricks?
Reviewing your AutoCorrect and AutoText settings
Grammar Be Good
Proofing Your Document All at Once
Word's Silly Thesaurus
Pulling a Word Count

Chapter 8: Basic Document Tricks
Saving a Document to Disk (The First Time)

Saving a document (after it's already been saved once)
Saving a document to disk with a new name
Automatic recovery (in case you forget to save)
Saving when you're done
Opening a Document on Disk

Chapter 9: Getting It Down on Paper
Preparing the Printer (Do This First!)
Preview Before You Print
Printing a Whole Document
Choosing Another Printer (If You Have More Than One to Choose From)
Printing Bits and Pieces

Printing a specific page
Printing a range of pages
Printing a block
Printing Several Documents
Printing More Than One Copy of Something
Chapter 10: Tips from a Word Guru
The Office Assistant Has Thought of Something!
Finding Your Place Quickly
Taking Advantage of the Repeat Key
Previewing Documents Before You Open Them
Counting Individual Words with Find and Replace
Multiple Document Mania

Closing your documents
Seeing more than one document
Working on one document in two windows
Using the old split-screen trick

Part II: Letting Word Do the Formatting Work

Chapter 11: Formatting Characters, Fonts, and Text
How to Format Your Text
Changing the Font
Basic Character Formatting
  An example: Making italic text
  Text-attribute effects roundup
Big Text, Little Text: Text Size Effects
  Setting your text size
  Making text bigger or smaller
  Making superscript or subscript text
Undoing All This Text-Formatting Nonsense
Doing the Font Dialog Box
Changing the CASE of Your Text

Chapter 12: Formatting Paragraphs
Paragraph Formatting Techniques
Aligning Paragraphs
Adding Vertical Air to Your Paragraphs

  Changing line spacing
Adding Breathing Room Between Paragraphs
Changing a Paragraph’s Indentation
  Automatically indenting the first line of a paragraph
  Making a hanging indent
  Indenting the whole paragraph
  Double-indenting a paragraph
Who Died and Made This Thing Ruler?

Chapter 13: Formatting Tabs
The Story of Tab
The Tab Stops Here
How to Set a Tab Stop
Setting Your Standard Left Tabs
Center Me, Tab
Right On, Tab
The Amazing Decimal Tab
Paying the Bar Tab
Setting a tab in the Tabs dialog box
Killing off a tab stop in the Tabs dialog box
Setting Fearless Leader Tabs

Chapter 14: Formatting Pages
How Big Is My Page?
The Wide and Narrow Choice
Marginal Information
Page Numbering

  Where to stick the page number?
  Starting off with a different page number
It's Been a Hard Page Break

Chapter 15: Formatting Documents
Breaking Up Your Document into Sections

  Give me a break
  Taking a section break
  Deleting a section break
The Joys of Headers and Footers
  Adding a header or footer
  Odd headers for odd pages, even headers for even pages
  But I don't want a header on my first page!
  Multiple header and footer madness -- beyond odd and even pages!

Chapter 16: Working with Styles
Where Your Styles Lurk

  Styles on the toolbar
  Using the style command
Creating a New Style
  Creating a style based on a paragraph you already formatted
  Creating a style in the Style dialog box
  Creating a character-only style
  Giving your style a shortcut key
  Changing a style
Proper Style Application
Using the Built-in Heading Styles
Managing All Your Various Styles

Chapter 17: Working with Templates
Ode to the Document Template

  Creating a document template
  Creating a template complete with text
Using a Document Template
Changing a Document Template
Editing the NORMAL.DOT Template

Chapter 18: Formatting and Spiffing-Up Tricks
What's Going on with This Formatting!?
Love them automatic page numbers!
Color your text to make it easy to find
Don't forget these tricks!
Centering a Page, Top to Bottom
Splash Around with Click-and-Type
Stealing Character Formatting
Using AutoFormat
Automatic Formatting as It Happens
  Making the automatic formatting thing happen as you work
Automatic numbered lists
Automatic headings
Automatic borders
Chickening Out and Using a Wizard

Part III: Sprucing Up Your Document

Chapter 19: Borders, Boxes, and Shading
Boxing Your Text
  Boxing in small bits of text or paragraphs
  Putting a border around pages of text
  Making partial boxes
Using the Border Button on the Toolbar
Giving Your Text Some Shade
Creating That Shocking White-on-Black Text

Chapter 20: Building Tables
Why Use Tables?
Splash Me Down a Table

  Adding text to the table
  Messing with the table
Making a Table Out of Text Already in Your Document
A Quick Way to Cobble a Table Together
Automatically Spiffing-Out Your Table

Chapter 21: Marching Columns of Text
Why Do Columns?
Splitting Your Text into Columns

  Undoing columns
  Using the Columns button on the toolbar
  Inserting a Column Break

Chapter 22: All about Figures
“Where Can I Find Pictures?”
And Here's a Picture!

  Inserting a ClipArt image
  Inserting an image from a file on disk
Tweaking the Image
  Moving an image hither and thither
  Changing an image's size
Chapter 23: Creating an Index and Table of Contents
Creating a Table of Contents
Building an Index
Using Footnotes or Endnotes (Or Both)

Chapter 24: Inserting Objects
Inserting One Document into Another
More Fun Things to Insert

Slapping down an AutoShape
Love that WordArt
Drawing pictures in Word (the ultimate word processing sacrilege)
Inserting Something from Excel

Part IV: Land of the Fun and Strange

Chapter 25: Working with an Outline
Word’s Outline Mode
Adding topics to your outline
Making a subtopic
Adding a text topic
Viewing Your Outline
Rearranging Topics
Printing Your Outline

Chapter 26: You’ve Got Mail Merge!
The Story of Mel Merch (Mail Merge)
Step-by-Step Mail Merging Guide

Preparing the main document
Preparing the data source
Adding data to the data source
Inserting fields into the main document
Merge mania!

Chapter 27: Collaboration Tricks
Adding Sticky Note-Like Comments
Nonprinting Text
Whip Out the Yellow Highlighter
Sharing Work with Revision Marks

Tracking changes between two versions of the same document
Reviewing the changes
Tracking changes as you make them

Chapter 28: Working with Documents
Creating a New Folder
Using Another Folder
Finding Files in Word
Working with Groups of Files
Closing a gang of documents simultaneously
Working with Other Document Formats
  Loading a text file
  Saving a text file

**Chapter 29: Modifying Word's Appearance**

Jiggling Commands on the Menu
Looking for Mr. Toolbar

  The Standard and Formatting toolbars
  Where are the toolbars?
  Moving toolbars
  Adding a toolbar button
  Removing a toolbar button

Zooming About
Stop That Noise!

**Part V: Creating Lotsa Stuff in Word**

**Chapter 30: Just Your Basic Letter and Envelope**
Writing a Silly Old Letter
  The date
  The address
  The body of the letter
All about Printing Envelopes
  Telling your printer to love an envelope
  Adding an envelope to your letter
  Printing an envelope on-the-fly

**Chapter 31: Brochures and Greeting Cards**
Your Basic Three-Part Pamphlet

  Building the pamphlet
  Giving your brochure a title
  Starting a paragraph with a big letter (a drop cap)
  Printing the brochure
Do-It-Yourself Greeting Cards

**Chapter 32: Creating a Web Page**
Using Word as an HTML Editor

  The simple, almost goofy way to make a Web page
  Using a Web wizard
  Using the Web view
The Whirlwind Roundup of Word's Web Tools
  The joys of animated text
  Adding a swanky background
  Using a theme
  Inserting a hyperlink into your document

**Chapter 33: Making Some Labels**
All about Labels
Printing a Sheet of Identical Labels
Chapter 34: The Ten Commandments of Word
Thou Shalt Not Use Spaces Unnecessarily
Thou Shalt Not Press Enter at the End of Each Line
Thou Shalt Not Neglect Thy Keyboard
Thou Shalt Not Reset or Turn Off Thy PC until Thou Quittest Word and Windows
Thou Shalt Not Manually Number Thy Pages
Thou Shalt Not Use the Enter Key to Start a New Page
Thou Shalt Not Quit without Saving First
Thou Shalt Not Click OK Too Quickly
Thou Shalt Not Forget to Turn On Thy Printer
Thou Shalt Remember to Save Thy Work

Chapter 35: Ten Truly Bizarre Things
Using the Options Dialog Box
The Unbreakables
The Document Map
Hyphenation
Various Send To Commands
Random Statistics
Math
Macros
Making a Cross-Reference
The Office 2000 Optimizer

Chapter 36: Ten Cool Tricks
Typing a Fraction
Super- and Subscript Buttons on the Toolbar
Bullets and Numbering
Lugging Blocks Around
AutoSummarize
Select All
Inserting the Date
Sorting
Automatic Save
Cool Characters

Chapter 37: Ten Things Worth Remembering
Let Word Do the Work
Have a Supply of Diskettes Ready
Keep Printer Paper, Toner, and Supplies Handy
Keep References Handy
Keep Your Files Organized
Remember the Ctrl+Z Key!
Save Your Document Often!
Use AutoText for Often-Typed Stuff
Use Clever, Memorable Filenames
Don’t Take It All Too Seriously
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